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Overview of the Discussion Guide  

This discussion guide is meant to support a conversation about the Funder-Grantee Systems Change Readiness 

Assessment Tool. Upon completing the tool, this guide can help to facilitate a conversation with your [funder/grantee] 

about how you can best work together on systems change efforts that require deep collaboration. It can be used 

towards the start of a systems change engagement and re-visited throughout to ensure alignment around common 

goals. 

Preparing for the Conversation 

Once you have completed the tool, engaged in self- reflection on your responses, and your funder/grantee has done the 

same, you will be ready to discuss your reflections together. Here are some suggested parameters for having that 

conversation: 

• Find a good time. Consider what timing would be best for this conversation – for example, after the grant has 

started and at time when there are no major reporting deadlines for either party. Set aside about 90 minutes 

for the conversation and consider holding it either in-person or via a video conference call if possible.  

• Set your own personal goals for the discussion. What is it that you hope to accomplish through the discussion? 

As it relates to the four characteristics on the tool, what do you hope to learn about yourself, your funder, or 

your relationship with each other? Entering the conversation with this purpose in mind can help to support a 

more productive conversation with your [funder/grantee]. 

• Be mindful of the power dynamic.  The research on how funders and grantees can forge effective partnerships 

suggests the importance of both parties acknowledging the funder-grantee power dynamic. For this discussion, 

acknowledging the power dynamic for funders could mean self-reflecting upon how your own power could 

influence the direction of the conversation, and what you can do during the discussion to help minimize that 

dynamic. It could also mean being transparent with your grantee about the extent to which information shared 

during the meeting will impact funding decisions. For grantees, this could mean reflecting upon how the power 

dynamic may influence what you are comfortable sharing with your funder and how to approach potentially 

sensitive topics. 

Having the Conversation  

You are ready to start the conversation! It can be tempting to jump right into areas for growth and solutions, but 

spending some time listening to each other first can help set the stage for the action items or next steps that follow. 

Here’s a suggested approach to this conversation to support a successful outcome which includes sharing, listening, 

and action planning. 

Step 1: Sharing and Learning 

Both the funder and grantee can take turns sharing some of their own personal reflections from completing the tool  

related to their readiness to engage in collaborative systems change work. Here are some suggested discussion 

questions:  

• What was it like to complete the tool? What are one or two insights or questions you had in the process?  

• What are some of your specific reflections on your ratings? These could be related to how certain 



characteristics show up in your systems change work, where you are doing well and you see room for growth, 

or what supports you need to grow in certain areas. 

• What’s one thing you’d like to discuss with your funder/grantee in today’s conversation related to the tool or 

your readiness for collaborative systems change work?  

 

Step 2: Listen and Reflect Back 

After you each share your individual reflections on the tool, you can take some time to share back what you’ve heard 

from the other person. This will help to ensure there’s a mutual understanding to build upon before discussing any 

action steps. 

• What are some of the main insights or reflections you heard from the other person?  

• What did you hear that would you like to learn more about, either now or in subsequent conversations? 

 

Step 3: Moving to Action 

Now that you’ve each shared your individual reflections and acknowledged what you heard from the other person, you 

are ready to start engaging in deeper dialogue and action planning. Here are some guiding questions and suggested 

talking points to spark that conversation: 

• To create a comfortable environment that supports learning for both parties, here is some framing language 

that funders and grantees could use when reflecting jointly on strengths and areas for growth: 

o “I noticed that I/my organization was strongest in XX areas, and that I/my organization have/has room 

for growth in YY areas.”  

o “I can imagine that XX area might be easier for us to work on because...” 

o “XX area is more challenging because...” 

o “I have some thoughts and ideas about how we might work together given XX and I’d be curious to 

hear what comes to mind for you as well.” 

• Based upon these ideas, what are one to three concrete steps you will take, either individually, at your 

organization, or jointly with your funder/grantee to address the issues raised in the tool? These could include: 

o Ways you would like continue or start working together to strengthen your relationship and/or 

operating practices, based upon the characteristics on the tool. 

o Commitments you will make, either personally or as an organization, based upon your ratings on the 

tool. 

o Identifying additional support or resources you will need to act upon what you learned from completing 

the tool (e.g., input from others at your organization or in the community, support from others outside 

of your organization).  

Finally, conclude the conversation by identifying any additional steps you will take to follow up on what was discussed. 

This could include, for example: 

• Scheduling another meeting in 3-6 months to reflect upon your progress in the areas discussed. 

• Summarizing what you learned from the other person, and what you would like your most immediate next step 

to be based upon the conversation.  

 

Congratulations! You have successfully completed the tool and discussion to help support a successful collaborative 

partnership around your systems change effort.  Consider re-visiting the tool and this discussion guide at key time 

points throughout your partnership.  


